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the book features a sample application, a tutorial for swing developers, and "java on steroids"
sample, which is based on the popular web start application from the openforum web site. you

can download these sample applications from the book's website. we also provide a
comprehensive instructor's resource cd and a test-item file to provide support and to prepare
you for the exam. our companion website ( www.prenhall.com/deitel ) provides students with
additional support materials including the java and java swing on steroids sample application
workspace, test environment and tutorials. the companion website also contains instructor
materials including an instructor's notes, suggestions and worked example programs. other

instructor materials are available at javahowto.com, including numerous java on steroids
tutorials, and an instructor's notes for the companion test and sample applications. lastly, we

provide an extensive java tutor's glossary of technical terms for instructors who want to adjust
the book for their teaching purpose and those who are continuing their java courses. the fourth

edition of our java how to program book is meant to be both a self-study guide for java
programmers and a desktop reference for java programmers. although some of the book's

chapters will be helpful to students, we have organized the material so that it can be read from
cover to cover. in addition, we have included expanded information on java memory, non-

memory management and threaded programming. while the java language allows the
developer to handle much, if not all, of a program's threads, we have included some guidelines

so that you can efficiently manage threads. the java programming language also provides
extensive memory-management services to the programmer. it is important to understand
these services and how to use them in order to write robust code. the java how to program,

fourth edition provides a working environment for beginners to write their first java programs;
it also gives advanced developers a full understanding of the java platform. the java platform
includes the original and upgraded language features as well as the underlying tools. the java
language itself is more than just a collection of constructs; it is a large and evolving language

that is changing the way programmers work. by understanding the language and how to
implement it, the reader will be able to expand his or her programming skills to more advanced

topics.
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this book is for you if you are interested in computer programming. we will first show you how
to program using the java 2 platform, standard edition (java se) and then explain how to use
the java 2 platform, standard edition together with the java collections framework to get the
most out of your computer. at the end of this book, you will know how to program in java se

and you will have a better understanding of how the java se fits together with the java
collections framework. welcome to java how to program, fourth edition and the exciting world
of programming with the java 2 platform, standard edition. this book is by an old guy and a

young guy. the old guy (hmd; massachusetts institute of technology 1967) has been
programming and/or teaching programming for 40 years. the young guy (pjd; mit 1991) has

been programming and/or teaching programming for 22 years, and is both a sun certified java
programmer and a sun certified java developer. the old guy programs and teaches from

experience; the young guy does so from an inexhaustible reserve of energy. the old guy wants
clarity; the young guy wants performance. the old guy seeks elegance and beauty; the young

guy wants results. we got together to produce a book we hope you will find informative,
challenging and entertaining. the combination of deitel's experience in helping millions of

students and prentice hall's track record in publishing high-quality programming textbooks has
resulted in this much-anticipated, long-awaited revision of java how to program. the new

edition of java how to program, fourth edition, introduces the java programming language with
a deeper understanding of the fundamentals of the language and a detailed review of the
language's important features, including methods, arrays, classes, interfaces, exceptions,

threads, concurrency, and object-oriented programming concepts. this book provides an in-
depth coverage of the language with more than 700 exercises and examples, a new

programming collection, new programming language features, expanded topics on windows,
and expanded coverage of objects and object-oriented programming. an instructor's resource

cd with full solutions to every exercise and a test-item file with hundreds of multiple-choice
questions and answers are available to instructors and students. new features in the book

include: the long-awaited revisions to the chapter on classes, including a complete chapter on
collections; a new chapter on arrays; updated coverage of the basic java language constructs;

expanded coverage of dynamic programming language features, including features of the
scripting language ruby; and an expanded chapter on thread programming. 5ec8ef588b
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